
EDS @ Etihad Stadium
During a footy game, thousands of people
flock to Etihad Stadium, so the importance
of clear direction and pricing is paramount. 

This installation highlights the benefits of
how easy it is to change screen displays
remotely if for example you want to
change parking prices or display that thechange parking prices or display that the
carpark is full.

Because our E-DS systems have built-in
computers, administrators can put up
messages or change pricing instantly
from the comfort of their computer
at home or at the office. 

If prices fluctuate depending on the day or time
of day, through a few clicks of the mouse, the
E-DS system can automatically change its
display based on the schedule made
during set-up. 
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Crowning Achievement

When tourists and Melbournians think of Crown
Casino, they think of sophistication and class
 
So when it comes to their signage displays,
that same level of class and style needs to be
brought to the fore.

For this reason, Crown chose to use NJMFor this reason, Crown chose to use NJM
Group E-DS systems to display parking
information to their guests.
 

The sleek black frame of the variable rate
board provides the perfect back drop to the
bright and stunningly clear HD LCD display.

Crown customers can clearly see parking
instructions and parking rates displayed on
the board. 



Riding the easy parking  wave
This E-DS system proudly sits in the Coles parking lot in the beautiful beach town

of Torquay. The E-DS system is designed with an IP65 protection rating to keep it running
at optimum levels in rain, hail or shine outdoors.

This installation has been integrated with a parking guidance information sensor system, so
visitors of the carpark can be informed about how many parking spots are available in the basement

and ground level parking. This reduces congestion and save visitors valuable time.   



An E-DS 55 has been installed at Toowong Village
shopping centre in Brisbane.

It is another outdoor installation which demonstrates
how the IP55 rating machine functions perfectly
outdoors while being built to last.

Toowong Village is often a rush with cars so shopping
centre staff have taken steps towards tackling thecentre staff have taken steps towards tackling the
traffic organisation.

Camera technology has been set up to identify empty
parking spots and this data can be displayed
on the E-DS unit.

Transitioning Toowong To Ticketless



Smart, Secure and Speedy Parking
The installation at Como shopping centre on Chapel
Street in Melbourne’s South East demonstrates how
vibrant the colours appear on an E-DS display.

When it comes to customisation, Como staff are
only limited by their imagination. The screen can
display parking prices, traffic conditions, shopping
sales, weather conditions or video adverts.sales, weather conditions or video adverts.

The screen can be given touch functionality to give
the user an ever greater experience.

It goes to show our E-DS screen can do much more
than just display parking prices but rather display
whatever you can imagine. 




